Credibility of Evolutionary Events in Gene Trees.
Based on the classical non-parametric bootstrapping for phylogenetic trees, we propose a novel bootstrap method to define support for gene duplication and speciation events. By comparing bootstrap gene trees to the original gene tree, we calculate support for evolutionary events. While this approach can be used to annotate orthology and paralogy, we show how it can be used to verify the reliability of tree reconciliation. We propose a linear time algorithm for the computation of bootstrap values, and we show the correspondence of our method with the classical non-parametric bootstrapping. Finally, we present two computational experiments. In the first one, based on simulated data and nine yeast genomes, we show a comparative study of several tree rooting methods and evaluation of their performance by using our bootstrapping method. In the second experiment, using data from the TreeFam database, we tested how the reliability of the gene trees influence the inferred supertree. We found out that species trees inferred from gene trees having highly supported events are more biologically consistent.